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Founded by a group of passionate professionals,
Blockchain Valley Virtual  is a next-gen virtual
reality and cross-platform ecosystem taking place in
a metaverse world. Users can play games, relax
while interacting with digital arts, meet other people,
create & trade NFTs, acquire & decorate virtual
properties, develop businesses, and much more.

A Mixed Reality
METAVERSE ECOSYSTEM
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Our mission is to provide a metaverse platform with a state-of-the-art, fully immersive virtual 3D
world, empowering people to experience and achieve more.

MISSION

We envision Blockchain Valley Virtual in the near future as the most frequented mixed reality platform in the
world. We want to provide regular people plenty of reasons to spend time in it. We will enable entrepreneurs
to grow and evolve their businesses.

VISION

Our promise to each other and to our Customers and Investors: Trust, Creativity, Service, Freedom
and Gratitude.

VALUES



Individuals and
businesses are more
and more opening up

to embrace the 3D
virtual reality for new

possibilities and
opportunities.

CURRENT MARKET CHALLENGES

The growing popularity
of streaming services,

video chat, and
interactive gaming

platforms demonstrate
the need for online

connections resembling
real-life experiences

By not offering users
incentives in

exchange for using
their platforms,
popular social

networks miss the
opportunity to engage

users more.

There is still no such
place as “Silicon Valley
of Metaverse”, a virtual

innovation hub for
everyone, powered by

token economy, for
individuals to mingle

and do business
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Introducing Blockchain Valley Virtual, our state-of-the-art, fully immersive
virtual 3D experience with the highest seen quality and the most recent
technology in the metaverse. Blockchain Valley Virtual can be accessed using
our desktop app, mobile AR-capable app, or fully-immersive VR headsets. 

The platform features a sophisticated VR city with real-time happenings.
These consist of concerts by famous artists, gaming spaces, community- and
luxury brand shopping, NFT galleries, a decentralized NFT marketplace, and
much more. Users can trade virtual real estate, start a new business or
expand the existing one into the metaverse. There are many ways to generate
real income inside Blockchain Valley Virtual, including Engage-2-Earn – a
mechanism allowing users to earn rewards in exchange for their engagement. 

In the 3D virtual world, avatars can represent people from the real world,
resembling them in detail. It's where a person or business can meet other
individuals and be part of a beautiful adventure full of entertaining and
inspiring content. 

Blockchain Valley Virtual is powered by a blockchain-based token economy. 

OUR SOLUTION
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65,000
Transactions per 

second peak 
processing

USD

0.0025
Low average 

transaction costs

One transaction uses 
less energy than two 

Google searches

Smooth and user- 
friendly experience
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BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM
TECHNOLOGY
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Multichain - One Community, Many Ecosystems
Blockchain Valley Virtual was born on Solana. After two successful raises and a liquidity offering,
we're proud to expand our liquidity offering to: Binance Smart Chain, Polygon, Arbitrum, and
Ethereum. 

Multichain Functionality
All BVV tokens have identical functionality and value in all ecosystems. 1 BVV will always equal 1
BVV. Soon we will launch bridging services that allow you to easily move your BVV across chains.

Virtual Desk
Block Valley Virtual is launching a desk in 2Q '23, where community members can take their BVV
cross-chain. The base fees from these cross-chain migrations will be used to strengthen the pair
reserves and support the ecosystems.

Reach & Experience
Multichain functionality expands our reach and provide a seamless user experience across multiple
blockchains, growing the Blockchain Valley Virtual brand. We will continue to strategically expand to
blockchain ecosystems to elevate our brand footprint. 
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Ability to create hyperrealistic
 environments and
immersive worlds

World’s most 
advanced real-time 

3D creation tool

3D GAME TECHNOLOGY PLATFORM
TECHNOLOGY

Brings amazing real-
time experiences to

life 
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Engage-2-EarnAvatars, styling
& fashion

Interactions,
networking &

dating

Concerts,
conferences &

exhibitions

Shopping &
Services

EXPERIENCES
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Gaming &
competitions

Courses, classes
& training

Create, use, and
trade NFTs &

virtual properties

Interactive art &
merchandise

Casino games

EXPERIENCES



REAL WORLD IMPACT

Social impact
We aim to provide personal growth opportunities to any member of our community who may be working to overcome
personal challenges and navigate life with learning disabilities, autism, anxiety, and other limiting conditions.
Blockchain Valley Virtual is a place to practice real-world human interactions, allowing these users to utilize their
potential and time. Users can save time and money by running errands, and attending events and in-person meetings
without leaving their homes. Personal development is at the heart of any evolving society and this also counts for our
community.

Environmental Impact
We will allocate part of our profits to environmental protection. One way is to partner with the innovative
biotechnology company Groasis, which has dedicated its business to reversing environmental damages and creating
green oases in the desert. By blending blockchain, ecological, and metaverse technologies, Blockchain Valley Virtual
has created a brilliant way for businesses, brands, and users to tangibly see their real-world impact! Our users will
help save natural resources and reduce emissions by doing essential things without leaving their homes.
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BUSINESS MODEL ECOSYSTEM PARTNERS
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KEY ACTIVITIES

Platform
development

Sales and
marketing

Customer
service

Partner
management

User & Membership
management

Quality
Monitoring



VALUE PROPOSITION

Brands & Agencies

Income through sales of
virtual and real assets 
Access to new customer
segments 
Boosting brand image 
New advertising space 

Content & Service Providers

Income from NFT ticket sales 
Income from NFT art sales 
Access to new customer
segments 
Ticket booking system 
More customers thanks to
the network effect

Individuals / Gamers

One-stop for all virtual-life
needs: shopping,
socializing, gaming, fashion 
Variety of choices 
Unique options
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CUSTOMER SEGMENTS &
CHANNELS

Customer segments
Brands & Agencies 
Content & Service providers 
Individuals / Gamers

Channels
Social Media 
Digital Marketing 
Gaming guilds & communities 
PR / media coverage 
Word of mouth
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KEY RESOURCES & COST STRUCTURE

Key Resources
Our people 
Blockchain Valley Virtual metaverse platform &
marketplace 
Technology stack: Solana + Unreal Engine 
Corporate and user generated content 
Network resources

Cost structure
Customer Acquisition Cost 
R&D Platform 
Infrastructure & tooling 
Payroll, contractors Cost structure 
Legal, insurance 
Sales commissions 
Lobbying / PR 
Customer support



REVENUE STREAMS
NFT ticket sales for experiences like; concerts, classes, competitions,
virtual tourism, etc. 
Commission from content creators for the sales of NFTs in Blockchain
Valley Virtual’s marketplace. 
Selling in-house created assets via Blockchain Valley Virtual’s
marketplace and third-party marketplaces. 
Engage-2-Earn activities and events for brands, sponsors, and
communities. 
Metaverse on-ramp services for brands and communities, like events and
concerts. 
Collecting taxes to continue developing and maintaining the community
and ecosystem. 
Renting out and selling virtual properties and items to brands and
individuals. 
Season pass sales will induce structured recurring revenue. 
Selling and renting out advertising space. 
Creation of a photorealistic Digital Twin Avatar as a premium option.
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MARKET SIZE AND OPPORTUNITIES

shown astonishing growth over the past two years. According to International Data Corporation, the global shipments of VR
headsets jumped over 240% in Q1 of 2022 compared to the same period of 2021.

According to Precedence
Research, one of the leading
providers of strategic market
insights, the global metaverse
market is projected to grow from
$60.29 billion in 2022 to
$1,607.12 billion by 2030, at a
Compound Annual Growth Rate
of 50.74% in forecast period,
Also, the sales of VR headsets,
the hardware interfaces that
enable users to fully experience
metaverse ecosystems, have 
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MARKETING
CONTENT DISTRIBUTION

Creating and sharing content daily, promoting our:
NFT’s in presale, upcoming events, and progress
updates in our social media communities.

COMMUNITY EVENTS 
A recurring metaverse tour showcasing the
development progress. We host AMAs during
various live streams, in our telegram channel and
in other crypto communities

ENGAGE-2-EARN

We developed creative ways to reward our
community for their engagement through
Engage-2-Earn mechanisms.

COMPETITIONS

Hosting a series of competitions, where users compete to
make the most impressive Blockchain Valley Virtual related
content.

GIVEAWAYS

We reward community engagement with NFT giveaways,
which keeps the audience actively participating in the
community.

NEWS & BLOGS

Proven PR and SEO strategies are taken into account to
achieve the marketing KPIs. Creating brand awareness
through public appearances and interviews in the
blockchain and regular press environment.
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TOKEN ECONOMY
Blockchain Valley Virtual's utility token is $BVV, which will be used as the default currency in Blockchain Valley Virtual’s entire
ecosystem consisting of the metaverse, NFT marketplace, and other upcoming ventures. Hodlers of the $BVV token can
generate income through different staking methods with higher ROI + NFT drops.

Economic activities are taxed to uphold the value of the $BVV token and to maintain Blockchain Valley Virtual. Collected taxes
are allocated to Blockchain Valley Virtual’s Treasury, and a portion is given back to the community. Additionally, sales of $BVV
tokens will be subject to a tax in the early days following the initial exchange listing. This tax will be higher on the day of listing
and decrease over time to protect the $BVV token value. 

The ability to influence the development and direction of Blockchain Valley Virtual through a voting system similar to a
governance model is another significant benefit for $BVV token hodlers. The community can vote on major keystones or
milestones like initiatives and proposals.

Enabling stablecoin transactions with greater fees compared to using $BVV, and pooling the collected fees, will preserve the
usefulness and value of the $BVV token. Stablecoins will be distributed from this pool to the community. Furthermore,
stablecoins can be used to directly purchase $BVV, which will positively increase market activity. 
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Moreover, this approach will improve user
experience since users who already have stablecoins
available can more easily engage in ‘modest’
purchases in Blockchain Valley Virtual.

Over time, Blockchain Valley Virtual’s ecosystem will
integrate with other metaverses and projects to
increase the utility of $BVV token and NFTs, plus
expand the reach of Blockchain Valley Virtual. Also,
digital entities, player- and non-player-controlled, in
Blockchain Valley Virtual will eventually facilitate a
self-sustaining circular economy that supports the
value of $BVV token regardless of human activities.

Overall, $BVV serves not only as a currency but also
as a tool for community engagement, decision-
making, and proper value accrual within Blockchain
Valley Virtual.
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TOKEN SALE ALLOCATION
BVV
Ticker

1,200,000,000
Total supply 

Price Tokens % $ Progress

                                                                                                                                                                      Seed Round Solana 0.02

0.03

0.04

Fair Launch

0.06

0.07

96,000,000

67,000,000

3,800,000

6,000,000

12,000,000

24,000,000

8.00 $1,920,000.00 SOLD OUT

Private Round Solana

ILO
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5.58

0.32

0.5

1

2

$2,010,000.00

$152,000.00

Fair Launch

$720,000.00

$1,680,000.00

SOLD OUT

SOLD OUT

UPCOMING

TBA

TBA

Binance

Matic

ETH

Arbitrum

TOTAL

0.08 48,000,000 4 $3,840,000.00 TBA

256,800,000 21.40 $10,622,000.00
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DISTRIBUTION & VESTING SCHEDULE
TGE

Seed Round Solana 96,000,000

Private Round Solana

Bitforex Liquidity

Binance

Matic

Arbitrum

Team

Advisors

Liquidity & Exchanges

Marketing & Operations

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q10 Q11

608,000 (16%)

6,000,000 (100%)

12,000,000 (100%)

24,000,000 (100%)

48,000,000 (100%)

0

0

0

30,000,000 (50%)

BNB Sale

Matic Sale

Arbitrum Sale

ETH

TOKENS

67,000,000

3,840,000 (4%)

3,350,000 (5 %)

3,800,000

6,000,000

12,000,000

24,000,000

ETH 48,000,000

204,000,000 (0%)

(0%)

(0%)

48,000,000

120,000,000

60,000,000

Linear Release 16 months3 months cliff

12 months cliff   20 months Linear      

20 months Linear      

3 months cliff Linear Release 15 months

Linear Release 7 months

12 months cliff   

10 months linear  

6 months linear 
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Staking 150,000,000

Treasury

Ecosystem

BVV Exchange fund

fees, dev,...

Total

84,000,000

192,000,000

61,200,000

2,400,000

PERCENT PROGRESS

0

0

0

61,200,000 (100%)

2,400,000 (100%)

10.75% 27.12% 47.09% 61.68% 70.6% 79.4% 85% 88% 91% 94% 97% 100%

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

12 months linear

9 months linear  

15 months linear    

1,200,000,000
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Ecosystem 16%

Staking 12.5% 

7,00% 

6,00% 

2,50%
 

5,00% 

Team 17%

Marketing & Operations 10%

Treasury 7%

Advisors 4%

Seed Round Solana 8%

Private Round
Solana 5.58%

BVV Exchange Fund 5.1%

fees, dev,... 2%

Arbitrum 2%

Matic 1%

ETH 4%

Liquidity & Exchanges 5%

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
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HODLING BENEFITS
THE $BVV TOKEN GRANTS THE HODLER UP TO 4 SUPERPOWERS!

PURCHASING POWER

$BVV is the default currency in the entire
ecosystem of Blockchain Valley Virtual. 
Use $BVV to support the ecosystem and
partake in the community. 
Get better deals by paying with $BVV

EARNING POWER

Locking up $BVV tokens grants rights to
participate in profit sharing and earn $BVV
and/or stablecoins. 
Earn memberships that grant exclusive rights
to events, activities, drops, and more.

STAKING POWER

Choose flexible staking to be rewarded in
$BVV tokens. 
Stake for longer periods and be rewarded
with unique perks, features, and items. 
Opt-in for the pre-listing staking program
to receive more and better rewards.

VOTING POWER:

Decide on the direction of Blockchain Valley Virtual
through a voting mechanism and locking $BVV
tokens. 
 Voting is your chance to stand up for im portant
topics you care about in Blockchain Valley Virtual
that matter including the economy, environmental
protection, and high-quality education.
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LEADERSHIP TEAM

NIKO DE JONGHE PHIL VERHEYEN
FOUNDER OPERATIONS

RUSSEL KORUS
DIGITAL ASSETS

DIDI TAIHUTTU
PUBLIC RELATIONS

VESA KIVINEN
DIGITAL ART / NFT

ERIK DEL VILLAR STEVEN GOENS
DEVELOPMENT CUSTOMER RELATIONS

 



ADVISORS
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JOEL 'COACH K' KOVSHOFF BOGDAN VAIDA MARIA LUIZA KNOBLAUCH

CLO WILLAERTS

SOCIAL IMPACT &
SUSTAINABILITY ADVISOR

AI ADVISOR
 

TOKEN & COMMUNITY ADVISOR BLOCKCHAIN &
INVESTOR ADVISOR
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BVV DECENTRALAND BLOKTOPIA THE SANDBOX CRYPTOVOXELS

COMPETITION - ANALYSIS

Unreal Engine

Avatar creation

Photo realistic 

NFT’s

Marketplace

Cryptocurrency

Sub Metaverse’s

Business creation

Engage-2-Earn

Training/Edu. exp

Mass Events exp.

VR Capable

Blockchain Solana Ethereum/Polygon Ethereum/Polygon Ethereum/Polygon Ethereum
$ 1.234.797.937
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WHY INVEST - SUMMARY

Team
We are an international team of skillful and passionate professionals from the domains of programming, 3D modeling, gaming,
project management, marketing, and decentralized finances, united by a shared vision. Our collective knowledge, dedication,
and industry experience constitute a solid promise for realizing the entire BVV metaverse.

Technology 
The first metaverse using Unreal Engine 5 - the world's most advanced real-time 3D creation tool combined with Solana
Blockchain for speed, security and financial efficiency.

Innovation
The metaverse is taking the online experience to the next level, creating an entire world where people can socialize, conduct
business and experience immersive entertainment. 
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Timing
Global metaverse, VR headset and NFT markets are booming. The metaverse market is projected to grow from
$60+ billion in 2022 to $1,600+ billion by 2030. The VR headset market grew over 240% year-onyear in the first
quarter of 2022. The NFT market is expected to grow from $22 billion in 2021 to $60+ billion by 2031.

Sources: IDC, Precedence Research, Market Decipher
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THANK YOU!


